Relieved Wrist and Arm Pain

The Evoluent™ VerticalMouse 3™ is the third generation of the revolutionary mouse from the inventor of the handshake grip. Many users said earlier generations of the Evoluent VerticalMouse relieved their wrist and arm pain.

- Eliminates forearm twisting
  The patented shape supports your hand in a fully upright handshake position that eliminates forearm twisting. Many users said earlier generations of the Evoluent VerticalMouse relieved their hand, wrist, or arm pain. See the Evoluent web site for user comments.

- Familiar grip
  The grip is the same as an ordinary mouse’s, just turned sideways. Many users said they got used to it very quickly.

- Easy to use buttons
  All 5 buttons are easily operable without contorting your fingers.

- Fits different size hands
  The shape has been improved to fit larger hands as well as smaller hands.

- Prevents desk rubbing
  A small lip on the bottom edge prevents the little finger from rubbing the desk.

- Ultra fast response
  A 2200 dpi true optical resolution sensor moves the pointer more quickly to reduce hand movements.

- Highly programmable
  5 buttons are each programmable with different functions in different applications, for example, a button can be Double Click in one application and Ctrl in another application. The software also includes special features such as:
  - Speed toggle - cycle among up to 3 pointer speed settings with a keyboard shortcut or mouse button.
  - Auto click - automatically click by pausing the pointer.

---

* User comments about the Evoluent VerticalMouse series

“Our employee will be out on leave until we get a replacement mouse ... our user has pretty severe tendonitis, regular mice only exacerbate the problem — your mouse seems to have helped her a lot.”
Kara Campbell, Care Coordination Analyst

“I have already begun to heartily recommend the use of the Vertical Mouse 2 to my Occupational Medicine colleagues and to my patients”
Alan G. Bean, MD

“Within minutes of using the vertical mouse, I felt immediate relief. The design of the mouse puts the forearm in a completely neutral position”
Peter Polack, MD

“In every case the user was feeling better and wanted an Evoluent permanently.”
Scott Braunstetter, Environmental Health and Safety Manager

“I have specified and recommended the Evoluent many times since discovering it and have had great success with your mouse in reducing discomfort for mouse users”
Robert Stuthridge, Senior Ergonomist

“VM saved me from the pain, scars and inconvenience of surgery.”
Laura GoodWin Kabel

“My wrist pain and carpal tunnel sx resolved in less than 1 week.”
Bill Edwards

“Its perfect, it completely solved my problem, no more pain, no more CTS symptoms!”
Russell Oppenheimer

“After a month, I had practically no pain in my entire arm.”
Olivia Bartlett

“The Vertical Mouse 2 is THE ONLY mouse I have used that does not cause me pain”
Courtney Killian

PC
- Driver for Windows XP Pro and XP Home. Vista driver coming soon.
- USB only.
- MacOS
- 5 buttons in OS X 10.4.5 without a driver.
- Linux
- 3-5 buttons without a driver, depending on Linux version.
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